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It is well known that every weak solution (with boundary values 0) of a 
semilinear equation Au + f(x, U) = g is a regular solution iff fulfils the growth 
condition (*) 1 f(x, u)\ < c 1 u jCn+8m)Jin-Sm)-E. Here 2m is the order of A. In this 
paper we weaken this condition to c / u 1 (n+m)/ln-?lal+l > f(& .+ > 
--c 1 u ~(fi+?~)l(n-z~)+l-~. This requires a technique completely different from 
that which may be applied in case (*). 
INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
In recent times considerable effort has been devoted to solving weakly semi- 
linear elliptic equations of type 
Au + fb, 4 = g, (0.1) 
where A is an elliptic operator of order 2~2, with divergence structure and 
bounded from below (see, e.g., [2]). Th e 0 p en set 52 C R”, n > 2m, is assumed 
to be bounded and to have a smooth boundary. The function u is assigned 
boundary values 0. 
In this paper we show that every weak solution of (0.1) is a regular solution 
if f fulfills the growth condition 
c1 1 u ~(~~f2r?L)/b2ol)fl > f($ u) u >, -$ 1 2* !~nfZna)/~~-Znt)il-E, 
XEQ, !uj 3 1, (0.2) 
with positive constants c1 , c2 . The number E > 0 may be arbitrarily small. 
Of course g must be a regular function. The growth condition onf from below 
in (0.2) seems to be the best possible one even in the case 772 = 1 (see [3, p. 285]). 
The growth condition on f from above is needed, since for higher-order equations 
no maximum principle such as that for second-order equations is abailable. This 
seems to be the best possible condition, since for the growth exponent 
(n + 2m)/(n - 21n) the expression f(u) is still in EF~(Q) if u E &%[Q). 
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We introduce the following notation. Let Q be a bounded open set of R*. 
Then 2P~(Q), 00 > p > 1, is the Banach space of all real-valued D(Q)- 
functions with distributional derivatives up to the order Y which are elements 
of D(Q). Its norm is denoted by 11 . jly,D . As usual I!@*~ is the completion of 
Csa(Q) in the Ij * ]I,,,-norm. We set P(Q) := EP”(Q), &(Q) := &V*z(~). For 
functions f continuous in B we set 
The set Q or X2 is said to be of class Ck, k E N, if 82 locally admits a represen- 
tation 
with a P-function $, and if Q is locally on one side of X2. Finally we define 
Dal by 
if 01 = (q ,..., 01J, tij E N. 
1. THE MAIN THEOREM AND ITS PROOF 
Let m E N be a fixed number >O. Let Q be a bounded open set of UP with 
a boundary &Q of class 4m. For every pair (01, 8) of multi-indices of Iw” with 
/ a: I, 1 B 1 < m let the functions 
be given with (l/~)la+l+~~l A,, E R and the property 
for an lb! > 0. For an element u E HBm*p with ap > 1 we write 
Let a function 
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be given with the properties: f is measurable with respect to x, for all u E RT and 
f is continuous with respect to U, a.e. x E Q, 
Here A?, I?, c, c’, e are positive constants with 1 > E > 0. 
An element u E &‘(Q) is a weak solution of the equation Au + f(x, 21) = g, 
g EL%.‘l/(n+-WI.)(Q), if 
for all ZJ E I?P(L?). Observe that f (x, U) . v is in G(Q) because of our growth 
condition. Without loss of generality we assume that n > 2~3.1 We can now 
formulate our tlzeorellz on the regularity of weak solutions to semilinear elliptic 
equations, namely, 
THEOREM 1.1. Let g ELM. Let u be a weak solutiolz of Au f-f (x, ZJ) = g, 
Then u E n,, Fm*~(.Q). 
For the proof we need 
THEOREM 1.2. Let g’ E Lq(Q) for a q > 2n/(n + 2~2). Let H: 52 x R + R 
be a measurable mapping with the properties: 
H is a Caratheodory fmctio?z, H(r, 0) = 0, 
H(x, u) > H(x, v), x E Q, u, v E R, u > v, 
/ H(x, u)I < I@ / u j1+2Vi2/(V2--3nz) + I?, x E B, zc E R, 
with positive constants AT, &?. Let (Au, u) 3 c(n, m, M, // 9,, I/Lm(n) , ZU(~~,,), Jz) 
[I 21 l&Z ) 24 E H”““(Q) n lTP(Q), with a positke cmstmrt c(n,...). Then every problem 
PC? 
! 
Au + H(s, u) = 02, 
D”luj ai = 0, ~oc~~~~l-~, O<cr<l, 
has a unique solution u, E H2”*g(Q) n @n,~(Q) with 
Proof. We introduce two sets Z, Z*, defined as follows. .Z is the set of all 0, 
1 If n < 2m every weak solution of Au + f( x, U) = g is regular if g is regular, and no 
growth condition onf is needed; if 1~ = 2m, f has to fulfill only a condition !f(x, u)/ < 
c / u 1’1, 4 arbitrary. This follows from a Sobolev inequality and the linear theory. 
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0 < CT < 1, for which PO has a solution u, E P”,Q(Q). C* is the set of a11 u, 
0 < (T < 1, with the properties: 
Our aim is to prove that Z = Z* = [0, I]. First we remark that 0 E ,Z, .Z*. 
Let a, E A’, ua E 2: By scalar multiplication of A(u,, - u,,) + N(x, zc,,) - 
H(x, rQ = (oz - CTJ g” with us, - zxol we get 
since H is monotonically increasing with respect to u. Observe that H(x, u) v 
is integrable over !Z if u, z, E H”“JJ(Q). On applying well-known estimates for 
linear equations, the triangle inequality to I u,~ j1+*ml(h-2m), and a well-known 
Sobolev inequality [3, p, 451, we get 
II tb2 - u,~ ~~~~~~~ G c(ul , m, 71, 4, a nZ K nd, II a,, ~~~~~~~ , II v54,, iiLmcsa, , cl 
if 1 u2 - o1 I < 8 = S(a, nz, p,L?,&~, AlJ Aolo[jCm~), C). Here 6 does not 
depend on U, . This shows that ZAPS can be estimated a priori in the desired way, 
since u, E Z*, and thus uop , satisfies an a priori estimate (1.2). Thus we see that 
[0, ul + S] n (U / [0, U] CE> CL?*. Let 
H,,(x, u) = H(x, 4, u > v> 
= w-6 u), -v<u<v, 
= H(x, -v), u < -v, 
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v E IV, x E fz, u E R. N is monotonically increasing with respect to U, and it can 
be easily proved that every problem 
Fm’ 
! 
Au + fl”(? 4 = 3, 
mu1 af2 = 0, ICLI <m-I, 
has a unique solution u,,, f FP,Q(C!) n Z!@“(Q), 0 < (T < or f 6. As me just 
proved, a,,,, satisfies an a priori estimate (1.2) with the constant independent of Y. 
Letting v tend to +cn, we see that 
U”,, - % in Hsm*a(Q), 
R(% %,J - wxv %) in La(Q) 
(the latter is proved by an application of Egorov’s theorem). Thus [0, o1 + S] c 
Z = [0, o1 + 81. Since 6 did not depend on o1 ) we have proved that [O, l] = 
lr: = 2:“. Thus the proof of our tlzeorenz is finished. 
Now we prove our main tlzeorern, formulated at the beginning of this section. 
F~oof of Theorem 1.1. Because of our growth condition onf we have 
f&-(x, IL) t c 1 u pu + c’u) 3 0, XEQ, UER, q==-- 72 + kl 11 - 2n1 
E- 1. 
Instead of 
(1.4) 
Au f f(x, u) = h 
we consider the equation 
Au + f(X, u) - cou = R 
with -4 = A + c0 . Here ca > 0 is chosen so large that C&ding’s inequalit; 
(A 21) 2 C(% 7% Q, I! A,, IJpIJa) , w(A,,), M) 11 u jj;*,2 , u E HPyQ) n f@““&?), 
holds with a positive constant c(n, m ,..., ). Setting fl(x, U) = f(x, U) - eOu we 
have because of (1.4): 
U(f(“,U)+C~U~QU+C’U+C~U) 20, XEQ, UER. (1.5) 
We set 
G(x, fi) = v J(x, U(X)) + c I ~U(X)lQ u(x) + c’u(x) f cou(x) 111 1 ~(x)/4mlm-2wz) U(X) + c I ZJ(X)I” u(x) + c’u(x) f c&c) + f&i(x) 
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Here II is the weak solution under consideration. Instead of our original equation 
we deal with 
hi + G(x, zi) = 12 + 2c,,u + c’u + c ) u 1,~ II, W) 
= g. 
As is evident, G fulfills the assumptions of Theorem I.2 with respect to x, 22. 
Since 
Eq. (1.6) has a unique solution I E H2m,po(12) CI II@~o(~). Consequently 
g” ELy2), p, = Pon /q >p,. n - 2p,m 
In general we get that g” ~D$52), 
and 
*, = (n -p~:lm)q’ 
P” P”-l(n - 2P”VF) Pl 
__ = py&z - 2p”-g?z) z p, > l- Pv-1 
From this it follows that after finitely many steps we arrive at 
Thus 
Since according to Sobolev G(x, V) zu is integrable for U, zu E H”‘(Q), Eq. (1.6) 
has a unique weak solution, namely, u”. Evidently u solves (1.6) weakly. Thus 
our theorem is proved. 
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